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Cities, Sights & Other Places You Need To Visit Japan, the Ã¢â‚¬ËœLand of the Rising

SunÃ¢â‚¬â„¢, has a glorious past, present, and future. It has a mix of ancient samurai traditions

and an extraordinary history with a modern-day persona and cutting edge technology. This is a land

of contrasts; Japan is an enthralling destination for visitors. Combining the appeal of an ancient and

unfamiliar culture with all the trappings of one of the world powerhouses in knowledge,

entertainment, fashion, and innovation, Japan is an expedition of discovery wherever you go. Japan

has an enthralling and versatile culture; on the one hand it is sharp in the warm of traditions dating

back thousands of years; on the other it is a civilization in a continual state of rapid change, with

constantly shifting fads and fashions and technological progress that continuously pushes back the

limits of the possible. This is part of what makes it such a mesmerizing country to visit.  In this book,

you will find all the information you're looking for about:  TokyoKyotoOsakaHiroshimaYokohamaso

much more ! When you purchase Japan: Cities, Sights & Other Places You Need To Visit you will

be well prepared to visit the country of your dreams ! Buy this book today! Enjoy!
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I love japan! This a an amazing travel guide to the country. Tradition and modernity share space in

this island nation where ancient shrines bump up against skyscrapers. Castles and palaces whisper

of history, and bullet trains shuttle you through spectacular landscapes to cities packed with

world-class restaurants and shopping. From TokyoÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s urban sprawl to the



peacefulness of Kyoto, from boisterous Osaka nightlife to Hiroshima's contemplative spirit,

JapanÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s big attractions never fail to dazzle first-time visitors. What keeps people

coming back is astoundingly delicious food, a unique culture, and warm hospitality.

Me and my husband are planning to visit Japan early next year that is why my sister in law shared

this book.In here it covers all the attractions that every travelers or local would like to explore.It has

the compilation of everything about Japan,including off beaten path places you might want to

explore and enjoy.This guidebook focuses in detail the locations which majority of tourist makes

daily visits,with bits of historical and cultural background incorporated with in the guide book

I am saving up to go to Japan with my best friend. So this book serves as a great guide for me and

to my friend. This is so exciting! Indeed a very good list of reasons to visit Japan. I think the sushi is

a good enough reason on its own.

This book only skims the surface of travel in Japan and you have to put up with grammatical errors.

The author does not really have a good grasp on English. Everything is very superficial.

Awesome! Japan is known as a beautiful country that deserves to be discovered. It is truly one of

the most magnificent countries in the world. The mix of old and new is just stunning. This book

presents a travel guide to this beautiful country, so one can find the way easier and quicker.One can

find the very best food street to eat, but also Michelin stars restaurants in Hiroshima, the best

possible shopping in Japan, places where one can get original Japanese things to take home. This

is really worth recommending!

I had never been to Japan, and was worried that I would be limiting myself with a book that did not

coverall of Japan. However, my trip was to Tokyo, Kyoto, Osaka, and Nagoya, and this book

covered all of them. All the sightseeing itineraries, restaurants recommendations, and

sightseeing/attractions grades, were all spot-on with my liking'. Indeed, this book is a perfect guide

both for first time visitors and frequent travellers. Highly recommended!

A good beginner's guide. I would recommend this to anyone planning to visit Japan wanting to

make an instant impression. Quick reads by chapter with a good table of contents.



One of the places I wanted to visit before I get married is Japan because I read a lot of books stated

that Japan has maintained its richness of culture and people are still believing in their beliefs. I

wanted to visit Nakamise because it was stated in the book that I can find a lot of souvenirs for my

friends and also there are a lot of street food to choose from and Disneyland is also in my list

because there are lots of activities that you can do.
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